
                                             
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

NFI and Emergency Shelter 
DISTRIBUTION REPORT 

 

Report Date: 18 May 2016 Distribution Date(s): 8-11 April, 2016 

 

Distribution Location Information 
State Unity 

County Leer 

Payam(s) Payak, Gier, Juong, Gandor, Leer,  Lual, Nyadiar, Geer, Guot, Dhorgoni, Kur, 
Thortuol, Dhorjak, Dhorroal and Pawuiny. 

Boma(s) (exact locations- 
landmarks) 

Leer town 

GPS Coordinates 08°18'28.30"N, 30°07'1.02"E 

 
Distribution Team Details 

Name Agency Title Contact (email, mobile, sat-phone) 

Lodule Peter Laku NRC Project Coordinator-
Protection/Shelter 

lodule.laku@nrc.no 
 

Justus Kikuvi NRC Project Manager/ 
Shelter 

justus.kikuvi@nrc.no  

Meghan North Medair ERT NFI/ES Project 
Manager 

ert-nfi@southsudan.medair.org  

Michael Lasu Medair Senior NFI/ES Officer sfpnfi-ces@medair.org  

Ohitu Thomas Medair NFI/ES Officer ohitu.thomas@southsudan.medair.org  

Abalang James Medair NFI/ES Officer abalang.james@southsudan.medair.org  

 
Beneficiary Numbers: Breakdown by Population and Support Type 
(please provide ONLY actual data collected from the distribution list, not estimations)  

NON-FOOD ITEMS (NFI) 

Population 
Type:  

(ie conflict or disaster IDPs, returnees, or host community – complete a separate table for each population 
type) 

 
HOUSEHOLDS 

 
INDIVIDUALS 

TOTAL TOTAL 0 – 18 years 19 – 59 years 60 + years Vulnerability 
(total) 

M F M F M F M F 

4383 21850 21057 12446 11582 6450 6740 2949 2735 
 

   42902 
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EMERGENCY SHELTER 

Population 
Type:  

(ie conflict or disaster IDPs, returnees, or host community – complete a separate table for each population 
type) 

 
HOUSEHOLDS 

 
INDIVIDUALS 

TOTAL TOTAL 0 – 18 years 19 – 59 years 60 + years Vulnerability 
(total) 

M F M F M F M F 

4383 21850 21057 12446 11582 6450 6740 2949 2735 
 

   42902 

 

Beneficiary Numbers: Breakdown by Location 
If the distribution took place in multiple locations and/or the beneficiaries had multiple places of origin, please complete this 
table indicating the number of beneficiaries per location and/or place of origin.  

Payam Boma Households Individuals 

Leer Town Leer 4383 Total 42902 

Total Female  21057 

Total Male  21850 

 

Stock Distributed 
Procuring organization and warehouse 
from which stock was sourced 

IOM pipeline 

Quantity of each item distributed per 
household 

- specify variations by household size 

1.Plastic sheets- 1 pc 5. Mosquito nets- 2 pcs 

2.Kitchen Sets- ½ set 6. Nylon Ropes- 1 pc (30m) 

3.Blankets- 2 pcs  7.Sleeping mats- 1 pc 

4.Buckets- 1 pc  

Total quantity of each item distributed 
in the response 

1. Plastic sheets- 4383 5. Mosquito nets - 8766 

2. Kitchen sets - 2192 6. Nylon Ropes - 4383 

3.Blankets- 8766 7. Sleeping mats - 4383 

4. Buckets - 4383  

Type of Item Brand/Manufacturer Style/Version # Size Colour Other 
1.Plastic sheets   4x5 White Bearing IOM and ECHO logo 

2. Kitchen sets Mix Chinese and Japanese 
made 

Steel cooking pots 
with two handles 

5 liters and 
3 liters 

Shining 
steel 

In each set there are four cups, 
six spoons, two ladles and four 
plates 

3.Buckets  V-shape, cylindrical 10 litres White  Bearing IOM logo and have red 
lid and handle. 

4. Blankets  Wool  Grey Bearing IOM logo 

5. Mosquito nets    White and 
milky 
white 

Two types 

6. Nylon Ropes    White  
7.Sleeping mats    Green and 

brown 
 

 

Summary of Distribution 
- Where was the distribution held and how was it organised? 
-What and how were beneficiaries informed? 
- How was equal access ensured for men, women, girls and boys? 



- How was order maintained during the distribution? 

 

 The distribution was held in Leer town at the former NRC compound. NRC and Medair organized the 
distribution in coordination with the County Relief and Rehabilitation Commission (RRC) and it took four 
days to complete.  

 During distribution, both men and women were actively involved in the distribution process as hired 
casual workers. There was one female enumerator and fifteen women who were arranging the items. 
Men were involved in loading and offloading to and from vehicles, guarding and crowd control. There 
was equal involvement from both genders during the distribution. 

 The beneficiaries received information through hired casual mobilizers who went to the various bomas. 
NRC met with the RRC, and they in turn shared the information with the community leaders, who also 
passed the information to the beneficiaries. 

 In this particular response, the target beneficiaries were specifically women and elderly men.  This was 
mainly meant to ensure that humanitarian aid is not provided to military actors in an area which is highly 
militarized.  

 Equal access was ensured through the formation of lines inclusive of women and men. However, some 
households sent their daughters and sons to collect the items for one reason or another (e.g. lactating 
mothers or when the head of household was sick). The most vulnerable of the beneficiaries were served 
first because they could not wait as long in the queue with the others (this included those with 
disabilities, the elderly, pregnant or lactating mothers). However, in doing so, the distribution team 
encountered some opposition from the other beneficiaries who did not understand the system even 
after being informed of the reasons and vulnerability of those selected. 

 The team employed crowd controllers to organize the beneficiaries to queue in eight lines for easy 
verification- as there were eight enumerators to verify their coupons before they receive the items. 
There were also guards employed specifically to safeguard the items as they are being assembled before 
giving them to the beneficiaries.  
 

What actors were involved in the decision-making regarding the distribution process? 
-Explain what role the following people had in the process: local authorities, partners, humanitarian officers, 
volunteers, beneficiaries, etc. 

 

 The NRC Medair partnership was equal as Medair oversaw and paid for all distribution activates 
and NRC oversaw and paid for all registration activities. 

 NRC and Medair staff selected the venue based on the fact that the place had enough trees giving shade 
and protecting both the workers and the beneficiaries from direct sun. 

 The local authorities were represented by the Leer County RRC, State RRC and the Commissioner of Leer 
County. During the initial meetings, the Commissioner and both the State and County RRC were briefed 
of the planned activities. County RRC was involved throughout the process, especially in beneficiary 
mobilization and organization at the distribution point.  

 NRC, Medair and the County RRC representative set up a complaint desk to handle beneficiaries’ 
complaints. 

 An NFI kit was displayed for the beneficiaries before the start of the distribution.  

 Humanitarian officers carried out the protection of the most vulnerable beneficiaries by identifying them 
and making sure they received items in a timely and safe way and ensured safety and security of the 
distribution site. 

 Volunteers helped identify names on the coupons for the beneficiaries who were unable to read their 
names- in order to be sure that the coupons they were holding belong to them. 

 Overall, beneficiaries waited patiently for their turn to collect the items, hence making the process fairly 
peaceful and smooth. 

 

Changes from assessment recommendations 
-If there were any changes to the original plan, please explain what changes occurred and why they were 
necessary. 

 



 The initial plan was to have three centers of distribution (Leer, Thonyor and Thakar), but due to 
insecurity, Thakar was temporarily suspended during the registration. 

 An increase in beneficiaries in Leer was witnessed likely due to the suspension of Thakar.  We believe 
many of the community members from Thakar travelled to Leer for registration. Medair plan to re-assess 
the NFI/ES needs in Mayendit North to follow up. 

 

Targeting criteria 
-Who finally received and why? Did the group to be targeted change in any way between the initial assessment 
and those who received on distribution day? 

 

 Women and elderly men received the bulk of the items as they are often the most vulnerable, as well a 
as the care givers of the most vulnerable. The criteria set by both NRC and Medair before registration 
was meant to prevent military actors from accessing humanitarian aid.  

 

Challenges and lessons learned 
-Did you face any major challenges, and/or learn any useful lessons? 

 
Challenges encountered during NFIs distribution in Leer 

 Heavy involvement by the State and County authorities made the first day of distribution difficult. 

 The presence of armed body guards by some visiting government officials at the distribution site was 
also unexpected and objectionable.   

 Local authorities introducing a list of unregistered beneficiaries during the distribution process added to 
the challenges.  

 A food distribution in the area delayed the NFI distribution in Leer. 

 The appearance of armed youth near the venue imposed a protection risk to staff and the beneficiaries. 

 The use of children by parents to collect items also imposed a child protection risk. 

 Local authorities had a lot of interest in the materials and did not want absentees to be provided with 
their items.  

Lessons learned 

 Despite Leer town being highly militarized and a difficult place to work, it is important that we as 
humanitarians continue to access these areas due to the needs as security allows, are neutral in our aid 
distribution and prioritize the most vulnerable.   

 The complaints desk proved very helpful, allowing the beneficiaries and local leaders a centralized way to 
voice their concerns and give suggestions without stopping or disrupting the intervention. 
 

Recommended next steps 
-Should any further action be taken in the area by the Shelter and NFI Cluster, or other actors? 

 

 There is an additional need for a targeted intervention for those who were not registered, especially the 

returnees from Bentiu PoC and the most vulnerable who were not registered, UNICEF plans to address 

needs of severely vulnerable and Medair plans to conduct re-assessment in Northern Mayendit. 

 The quality of sleeping materials should be enhanced by providing higher quality sleeping mats to 

beneficiaries in the future.  

 A few occurrences of looting after beneficiaries received items was probable away from the distribution 

site. UNMISS should take the lead in being more present via regular patrols on future distribution days to 

prevent looting of vulnerable beneficiaries and should always involve community leaders in addressing 

specific cases. 

 Protection partners should raise awareness in the community of Leer County about vulnerability. 

Mainstreaming protection was a challenge in the area during the NFI distribution as the able bodied 

beneficiaries were resistant of humanitarians selecting the most vulnerable to be prioritized, even after 

explaining to them the criteria. 

 



Anecdotes, Stories, Photos 
-Please share any interesting or illustrative stories of people’s experiences, responses, and needs; and photos 

 

      
Beneficiaries sit in queues under trees waiting their turn to be verified                         Arrangement of the items before beneficiaries collect  

                                                              

       
Verification of beneficiaries before receiving the items                                           Beneficiaries queue after verification awaiting collecting the items 

 

 
 

Please submit to IOM Juba (cc your Shelter and NFI Cluster State Focal Point) 
 

Attach the signed/thumb-printed distribution lists 
 

Thank you! 
 

 
NRC and Medair assessments and interventions are supported by the European Commission 
(ECHO): 

 
 
 
 
 



Medair assessments and interventions are also supported by the Common Humanitarian Fund 
(CHF) and the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs, through the Dutch Relief Alliance Joint Response for 

South Sudan: 
 


